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The ESG Consensus® is a proprietary methodology of Conser using a multi scan of several
independant and recognized ESG sources (Environmental, Social and Governance Criteria)
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ESG REVIEW

Portfolio Coverage

This section provides a detailed view about the portfolio
coverage, the rating range and the number of ESG sources
used for the evaluation
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BENCHMARK REVIEW

Relative positioning

This section provides summary information on the portfolio and
on its relevant benchmark
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HOLDINGS REVIEW

Corporate & Supra national

This section offers a detailed view of the major corporate &
supranational holdings influencing the portfolio
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ETHICAL REVIEW

Major Controversies

SENSITIVE SECTORS

This section provides detailed information about the portfolio exposure to sensitive sectors as well as

the top 10 issuers active in these sectors

 

INTERNATIONAL NORMS

This section provides detailed information about the portfolio exposure to the serious breaches of recognized international

norms as well as the top 10 issuers affected by these severe controversies
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IMPACT REVIEW

Climate sectors and Thematic bonds

CLIMATE SECTORS

  

 

THEMATIC BONDS
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FOCUS

CO2 Emissions

This section provides detailed information on the portfolio weighted exposure to CO2 emissions by sector as well as to the 10

biggest CO2 portfolio contributors. Total emissions (CO2 Total) and emissions contributions are calculated on scope 1 and 2.
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FOCUS

CO2 Intensity

This section provides detailed information on the portfolio weighted exposure to CO2 intensity by sector as well as to the 10

biggest CO2 portfolio contributors. Intensity (CO2 Total / Revenues in mio $) and intensity contributions are calculated on scope

1 and 2.
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FOCUS

Gender Impact

This section provides detailed information on the portfolio active exposure to Gender Equality Thema
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Complementary Information

SUSTAINABILITY PORTFOLIO CHECK

The purpose of this Check is to provide the investor with an overall view of the sustainability level of its portfolio. Based on a
unique methodology combining several ESG independent sources, the report offers a neutral, objective and independent
perspective to qualify the portfolio's sustainability profile. All underlying holdings are assessed to evaluate the overall
sustainability grade and to highlight the exposure to serious controversies, sensitive sectors and climate impact.

FINAL GRADE

The Final Sustainability Grade illustrates the overall environmental, social & governance (ESG) quality and impact of the issuers
assessed. The following scale is applied: A+, A, A-, B+, B, B-, C+, C, C- and D.

ESG CONSENSUS®

The ESG consensus® is an assessment methodology offering easy comparison of any portfolio or fund. It guaranties a
consistent approach and avoids any methodological bias. It is based on a multi-scan of several independent, complementary
and recognized ESG sources. It covers a universe of more than 5’000 companies and over 200 countries. The assessment tool
not only measure the level (The Consensus Average) of the ESG consensus but also its strength (The Consensus Strength).

DATA SOURCES

For our analysis, we rely on the following data providers: Refinitiv, S&P Global Sustainable 1 and CSRHub.

ANALYSIS COVERAGE

The Final Sustainability Grade is only calculated for portfolios or funds with at least 50% of weighted underlyings assessed. The
figure “NR” (Not Rated) will appear for a coverage ratio below this threshold.

MAJOR CONTROVERSIES

Pictograms are activated in red if the aggregated exposure of the portfolio reach a defined threshold. For sensitive sectors this
threshold is set at 1%. For international norms if the aggregated exposure of all breaches reach 1% every positive exposure will
be illustrated in red. Cluster bombs have a special threshold at 0%.

CLIMATE IMPACT

This section measures the impact of the portfolio on climate change. This is done by aggregating all asset weights of positions
with business exposed to fossil fuel (Negative impact) or exposed to clean technologies (Positive impact).

SUSTAINABILITY PORTFOLIO REVIEW

The Sustainability report provides investors with complementary and more detailed information on the sustainable quality of the
portfolio's holdings. The report describes the various components of the ESG Consensus® methodology. It shows the largest
positions which are best in class or below average measured by the ESG Consensus. It also provides the exposures to major
controversies and the climate impact.

DISCLAIMER

This document, and in particular the Consensus Analysis contained herein, has been developed and elaborated by Conser
Invest SA ("Conser") and may only be used by the person or company to whom it has been handed out by Conser. It may not
be copied, used by, distributed or made available to any other person or company.The purpose of this document and the
Consensus Analysis contained herein is to represent a broad market consensus view on the sustainability and ethics of
companies and investments analysed by Conser. The market consensus view is evaluated and the Consensus Analysis
elaborated on the basis of a multitude of external sources and views, such as reports of non-governmental organisations,
exclusion criteria of institutional funds, sustainability reports or information drawn from the media. Although the data processed
for the elaboration of the Consensus Analysis has been gathered from sources which Conser considered reliable based on its
best professional judgment, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the accuracy or completeness
thereof. Conser does not claim that it has taken into account all sources and views available worldwide to elaborate its
Consensus Analysis. Conser shall not be liable for any loss, whether direct or indirect, incurred as a result from the use, or
action taken on the basis, of any of the evaluations or information provided through this document or the Consensus Analysis
contained herein. The views directly or indirectly expressed through the Consensus Analysis do not represent the views of
Conser on companies or investments but are the fruit of the application of Conser's Consensus Analysis methodology. This
document and the Consensus Analysis contained herein do not constitute advice to offer or sell a financial instrument or
proceed to an investment in a company.
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